Bloomfield College, a private institution of 2,000 students in Bloomfield, New Jersey, is searching for an IT professional for its Creative Arts & Technology academic program. This position reports to the Director of IT of the Creative Arts & Technology program and functions as a backup to that position.

The successful candidate should:

- Have earned a bachelor's degree or the equivalent education, training and experience from which comparable skills, abilities and knowledge can be acquired.
- Have a minimum of 3 years of experience in a professional systems administration environment.
- Demonstrate the ability to manage Windows and OS X servers and setting up various services including but not limited to AD, OD, DNS, SMB, SAN/XSAN/Sharepoint and other related services.
- Have a strong understanding of OS and software deployment techniques including but not limited to NetBoot, NetInstall, PXE, SSCM, Workbench, SIM, Group Policies.
- Demonstrate the ability to identify, isolate and troubleshoot server and client hardware and software issues.
- Have a strong understanding of Perl, VB, C, PowerShell scripting.
- Demonstrate the ability to manage complex technology projects to completion.
- Demonstrate personnel management and talent development skills.
- Have excellent verbal and written communication skills, organizational skills, management of own time, and respect for the time of others.
- Demonstrate the ability to effectively control and participate in multiple projects of varying priorities in a consistently professional manner.
- Demonstrate the ability to deliver projects on-time and on-budget.
- Have excellent planning and scheduling skills with the ability to be flexible and graceful in the face of sometimes uncontrollable changes.
- Have the ability to act on own initiative to further organizational and departmental goals.
- Demonstrate the ability to analyze problems from multiple points of view, to lead consensus building within groups with differing views, and to translate consensus into planned action.
- Have an in-depth understanding of information security topics, provisioning and compliance in a decentralized and highly diversified environment.

Resumes with references should be sent to the following address: cat_search@bloomfield.edu